
THE CORPUS DEL ESPAÑOL 

 

 
The corpora from Corpus del Español provide billions of words of recent data from 21 Spanish-speaking countries, 

and they allow researchers, students, and teachers to gain insight into Spanish in ways that are not possible from 

any other resource. There are four different corpora in the Corpus del Español: 

  Corpus Size (# words) Contents Uses Created 

1 Web / Dialects * 2 billion  Web pages from 21 Spanish-speaking countries, about 50% 

blogs and 50% general 

Comparing 

dialects 

2016 

2 NOW (2012 - 2019) 7.3 billion  Web pages from same 21 countries, 2012 to 2019 Changes; 

dialects 

2018 

3 Genre / Historical 100 million  Texts from 1200s to 1900s; genre-balanced for the 1900s 

(spoken, fiction, newspaper, academic) 

Changes; 

genres 

2001 

4 Google Books 45 billion  Taken from Google Books n-grams. Not the entire text, but 

rather 1-5 word sequences. 

Changes 2011 

 

Of the four corpora, the one that allows the widest range of features is the Web/Dialects corpus (#1 above), and 

most of the discussion that follows deals with this corpus. The Web/Dialects corpus contains more than two billion 

words of data from 21 Spanish-speaking countries: 

Country General Blogs Total 

  Words Pages Web sites Words Pages Web sites Words Pages Web sites 

Argentina 93,195,550 82,512 6,791 89,509,348 97,682 7,869 182,704,898 180,194 14,660 

Bolivia 19,970,008 21,843 2,528 23,372,055 22,253 920 43,342,063 44,096 3,448 

Chile 36,316,495 32,691 5,480 34,281,784 39,925 4,249 70,598,279 72,616 9,729 

Colombia 84,285,729 84,349 5,064 95,859,929 104,658 5,855 180,145,658 189,007 10,919 

Costa Rica 13,354,311 13,424 3,056 18,338,981 20,242 1,799 31,693,292 33,666 4,855 

Cuba 35,842,945 21,666 1,209 31,812,745 32,028 677 67,655,690 53,694 1,886 

Rep Dom 18,085,484 20,972 3,032 19,136,866 26,907 1,967 37,222,350 47,879 4,999 

Ecuador 24,378,016 27,559 3,217 32,538,210 36,591 2,102 56,916,226 64,150 5,319 

España 208,808,667 209,247 10,475 250,504,154 218,067 15,051 459,312,821 427,314 25,526 

Guatemala 23,636,182 25,231 2,751 36,254,690 37,613 1,683 59,890,872 62,844 4,434 

Honduras 16,420,245 18,129 1,653 22,512,838 26,109 787 38,933,083 44,238 2,440 

México 132,651,925 135,344 6,713 127,946,347 156,877 8,379 260,598,272 292,221 15,092 

Nicaragua 15,257,754 15,528 1,506 19,379,274 21,226 635 34,637,028 36,754 2,141 

Panamá 11,766,575 13,364 2,728 12,932,194 16,355 1,147 24,698,769 29,719 3,875 

Perú 47,120,271 53,169 4,262 68,204,165 71,162 4,275 115,324,436 124,331 8,537 

Puerto Rico 14,744,742 13,340 2,769 20,911,898 20,946 1,545 35,656,640 34,286 4,314 

Paraguay 17,223,991 16,102 2,200 15,766,153 17,791 1,017 32,990,144 33,893 3,217 

El Salvador 16,546,308 18,266 2,102 22,600,727 20,538 2,076 39,147,035 38,804 4,178 

EEUU 94,603,634 78,225 9,044 85,324,555 87,070 23,008 179,928,189 165,295 32,052 

Uruguay 17,419,641 15,418 3,390 23,966,953 21,214 2,051 41,386,594 36,632 5,441 
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Venezuela 41,672,159 45,060 3,331 66,306,730 71,045 3,577 107,978,889 116,105 6,908 

TOTAL 983,300,632 961,439 83,301 1,117,460,596 1,166,299 90,669 2,100,761,228 2,127,738 173,970 

 

As far as comparisons with other corpora, the Web/Dialects corpus is about 10 times as large as CORPES, the largest 

and most recent corpus from the Real Academia Española, which is also based on web pages from 20+ countries. In 

addition, as we will see, the Corpus del Español (Web/Dialects) allows many types of searches that are not possible 

with CORPES. There are other corpora of Spanish that are larger than the Corpus del Español, but there are serious 

issues with the annotation of these corpora, which makes them very problematic for many types of linguistic 

research. (Click here for an overview in Spanish for these three corpora) 

Note that in the examples given below, we do not provide instructions on exactly what to enter in the search form to 
see these results. But there are many "context-sensitive" help files within the corpus itself, which show this type of 
information. For example, in the main search form, click on any search type (highlighted here in red) to see instructions 
and sample searches (shown here in green), and related help files (shown here in yellow). 

 
 

1. Basic searches  (go to beginning) 

At the most basic level, the Corpus del Español allows users to search by word, phrase, part of speech, lemma (forms 

of a word), synonyms, and customized word list. In nearly all cases, the queries take just 1-2 seconds to search 

through the two billion words of data. For example: 

NOUN SUAVE 

 
 

=ESTUDIANTE =INTELIGENTE 

 

https://www.corpusdelespanol.org/compare_corpes.asp
https://www.corpusdelespanol.org/compare_corpes.asp
https://www.corpusdelespanol.org/compare_larger.asp
https://www.corpusdelespanol.org/compare_larger.asp
https://www.mark-davies.org/articles/davies_87.pdf


PRON PONER * @ROPA 

 

For any of these searches (or any of the others shown in this overview), it is of course possible to click on any of the 

words / phrases to see the concordance lines: 

 

And you can even see more context, if you want: 

 

You can also find "collocates" (nearby words), which provide insight into the meaning and usage of a word or phrase. 

For example: 

Collocates of GRUESO (all forms of grueso) 

 



 Collocates of medio ambiente 

 

You can also see "concordance lines", which show the patterns in which a word occurs. For example, the following 

are sample concordance lines for RELUCIR: 

 

 

2. Examining variation  (go to beginning) 

The corpora from Corpus del Español allow you to easily and quickly examine variation in Spanish – between words, 

between genres, over time, and between dialects. As an example of comparing words, the following are the 

collocates of the synonyms potente and poderoso: 

 

The Historical/Genres corpus allows you to compare the frequency of words or phrases in the four genres of spoken, 

fiction, newspaper, and academic. For example, the following are the charts for three different words: 



muchísimo borracho proporcionar 

   
 

You can also compare words, phrases, or collocates in the different genres. For example, the following is a 

comparison of verbs starting with des* in fiction (left) and academic (right): 

 

You can also compare by time period. For example, the following are the frequencies of words over time: 

gentilidad deshonrado controlar 

   
 

The NOW-Spanish corpus allows you to compare frequency in the short window from 2012-2019, to see recent 

change: 

influencer virtualizad* 

  



 

Finally, the Web/Dialects corpus (as well as the NOW-Spanish corpus, which has texts from the same countries) 

allows you to compare the frequency of words and phrases in 21 Spanish-speaking countries. The following charts 

are from just a couple of examples: 

muy padre: México 

 

POLOLO: Chile 

 

ORDENADOR: Spain  (vs computadora, which is more common in Latin America) 

 

And searches for any of the following words will show similar "spikes" by country. 

Puerto Rico ay bendito, chavos, chiringa, mahones, habichuela Cuba guajiro, jimaguas, babalao, bitongo, pedir 

botella Rep Dom mangú, fucú, tutumpote, mangulina 

México ándale, híjole, órale, güero, (muy) padre, pinche (NOUN), popote, charola Guatemala huipil, canche, muchá, 

patojo, chirmol, canche El Salvador cipote, chero, pupusa, cuilio, bayunco, piscucha Honduras catracho, papada 

Nicaragua chavalo, pinol, pinolillo, chigüín, vigorón Costa Rica chinear, guila, chunche Panamá fulo, chombo, 

guandul 

Colombia cachaco, cachifo, verraquera, estar mamado, guandoca, biche Venezuela bojote, coroto, catire, gafo, 

macundales, arepa, cachapa, cambur, caraotas, jojoto Ecuador chumar, chulla, montuvio, omoto Perú anticucho, 

jebe, chupe, pisco, jora Bolivia opa, colla, chuño, lagua Chile pololo*, pololear, achuntar, bencina, bacán, fome, 

huaso Paraguay ñembo, ñanduti, karai, yopará, mitai Uruguay tropero, hacer * sota, con fritas Argentina pibe, fiaca, 

morfar, falopa, sobre el pucho, falluto, cafishio 

España ordenador, aparcar, enfadar, gafas, zumo, chulo, guay, coger, bolígrafo, patata, melocotón, echar de menos, 

vale 



The preceding are just single words or short phrases. You can also use this corpus to compare syntactic and 

morphological features across dialects. For example: 

Search string Example Where most common 

qué tú VERB ¿qué tú quieres? Caribbean 

PREP SUBJ VERB para ella entender Caribbean 

ART POSS NOUN una mi amiga Guatemala (+C Am) 

voseo vos sos Cono Sur (+C Am) 

la|las GUSTAR (laísmo) la gusta el chocolate España 

 

As an example, the following is the frequency in the corpus for the string qué tu VERB, which is more common in 

the Caribbean region, followed by some of the actual example from Puerto Rico: 

 

 
 

In the examples above, the search is for a particular word or phrase, which you have already selected. But the 

corpus can also show you all matching words, phrases, or collocates that are more common in one country (or set 

of countries) than another. For example, the following are *ismo words that are more common in Venezuela (left) 

than in Colombia, México, or España (right): 

 



And the following are collocates of MANEJAR that are more common in either México (left) or España (right): 

 

 

3. Browsing and searching through the top 40,000 words  (go to beginning) 

In the Web/Dialects corpus, we have created a carefully reviewed list of the top 40,000 words in the two billion 

word corpus, and you can search through these words – by word form, part of speech, word frequency, and (basic) 

English translation. For example, the following are a few words at three different frequency bands: near 4200 (i.e. 

the 4,200th most frequent word (lemma) in the corpus), near 16,000, and near 35,000: 

 

 

 



The following are lower frequency *ista words (lower than #20,000 in the list): 

 

And the following are words that have leather in their basic English gloss: 

 

For each of the words in the list, you can see the rank order (1-40,000), part of speech, basic English gloss, links to 

several online dictionaries, Google images, video from Youglish.com (Spanish), overall frequency and by genre in 

the Historical/Genres corpus. And of course, there is also a link to the "word sketch" for that word (see the following 

section). For example, the following are images, videos, and definitions for charol, one of the words in the list above: 

     

 



 

4. Word sketches  (go to beginning) 

For each of the top 40,000 words (lemmas) in the corpus, you can see a wide range of information, including the 

following: [1] word (lemma) [2] frequency information (including rank, #1-40,000) [3] links to images and videos 

(with pronunciation) [4] simple English glosses, and links to entries in detailed monolingual dictionaries (e.g. from 

the Real Academia Española, with etymology) [5] frequency by genre (from the Historical/Genres corpus) [6] add 

word to "favorites" list (where you can sort and group the words) and History (to review recent words) [7] synonyms 

(you can click on any synonym, collocate, or topic to see the page for that word) [8] collocates (nearby words; 4 left 

to 4 right) [9] topics (words that co-occur anywhere in the 2,000,000+ texts in the corpus [10] frequency by dialect 

[11] frequency of forms of the word (perhaps most useful for verbs), and  [12] 200 sample re-sortable concordance 

lines. 

 

 

 



For [3] the images and videos, it will take you to external resources: 

        

 

You can also find "random" words (via the "dice" icon at the top of the corpus) and can even set the range of the 

random words, such as words from 15,000-20,000 in the frequency list (which may be helpful for language learners). 

 

And you can also see "Words of the Day" from different frequency bands: 

 



 

5. Links to external resources (including translations)  (go to beginning) 

As is shown in the "browsing" and "word sketches" sections above, there are many links to external resources. This 

is true for other pages at the corpus as well. For example, in the basic "results" page after a search, the default 

action is to see concordance lines for the word, phrase, or collocate. But you can also choose to see external 

resources for the entry – translation (100+ languages from Google Translate), Google search, video/pronunciation, 

or Google Books search 

 

Images Video Book 

 
 

 
 

You can also see a translation of all of the entries on the page: 

 

 
 



 

In the context / concordance / KWIC page, you can see a translation of any line of text [1], as well as hear the 

pronunciation of the Spanish text [2]: 

 

 

And finally, you can see the translation from the "Expanded Context" page: 

 
 

6. Virtual Corpora  (go to beginning) 

You can quickly and easily create "Virtual Corpora", which is like a "corpus within a corpus". For example, you can 

find articles with the phrase medio ambiente, or articles from Spain in the "General" (non-blog) part of the 

Web/Dialects corpus, which have nuclear in the title: 

    



One or two seconds later, it shows a list of the best matching texts. Just name the corpus, and you've created the 

Virtual Corpus.  

 

 

Once the Virtual Corpus is created, you can limit future searches to that corpus (for example, to find matching 

phrases or collocates), and organize the corpora in several ways. And in one or two seconds, you can also find 

"keywords" from the Virtual Corpus, as shown for nouns in the [medio ambiente] and [nuclear] corpus that we've 

just created, and you can also see a translation of all of the keywords into whatever language you choose. 

 

 
 



7. Analyze texts  (go to beginning) 

You can also analyze entire texts, using the corpus data. For example, you can copy an article from an online 

newspaper and then paste it into the "Analyze Text" form (via the "Analyze" icon at the top of the corpus) 

  

After clicking Submit, the following page shows you the [1] the number of words in high / medium / low frequency 

bands (to see the "difficulty" of the text) [2] the top words in each of these frequency bands, and [3] the text, with 

less frequent words (in the entire corpus) highlighted in green and especially yellow.  

 

You can then click on any of the words in [2] the frequency bands or [3] the text itself to see the "word sketch": 

 

You can also find related phrases from the two billion word corpus. For example, you could highlight the phrase 

incidents graves in the text [1], to find similar phrases in the corpus. It inserts the words into [2], and you can then 

click the buttons below that [3] to find all forms of a word, words with the same part of speech, synonyms of a word 

in the phrase, etc. Finally, it will then find matching strings from the corpus [4]: 



 

 

 

Summary  (go to beginning) 

The Corpus del Español contains the largest, carefully annotated corpora of Spanish available from any source, 

including the Real Academia Española and Sketch Engine. The corpus allows you to search by word, phrase, lemma 

(all forms of a word), part of speech, synonym, and customized word list, and to see the matching words, strings, 

or collocates in just one or two seconds. You can use the corpora to see variation by genre, historical period, and 

dialect. You can also very quickly and easily create "Virtual Corpora" related to any topic (or based on metadata for 

the texts), and then limit searches to that Virtual Corpus, or see keywords from the Virtual Corpus. 

The corpora allow you to perform "word-oriented" searches in ways that are not possible with any other corpus. 

You can browse and search the top 40,000 words (lemmas) in the corpus, by word form, part of speech, frequency 

range, and basic English gloss. For each of the top 40,000 words, you can see a "word sketch" that provides an 

incredible wealth of information, including frequency information, definition, synonyms, collocates, related topics, 

concordance lines, and links to external images and videos. You can also analyze entire texts, and then click on any 

word in the text to see the "word sketch", or find related phrases in the corpus. And for all of these searches, there 

are a wide range of links to very useful external data (translations, definitions, images, videos, etc). 

In  summary, the corpora from the Corpus del Español allow researchers, teachers, and students to gain insight into 

Spanish, which is not available from any other resource. 


